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Abstract: This study focuses on the applicability of discrete. choice -models,.which
i.t"*es the strons assimption on error tenn, to recieational destination choice behavior.-prrtl"ut^rtv. 

we ferifv to'what extent discrete choice models should be enhanced in order
ioe"i the'cl'ata with dnough accuracy for grasping recreational traffic-demand.. First, we

"ai*i iti"-characteristics"of indivi'clual's-reirea'iional destination choice behavior and

iOintifv ttie points to be considered for applying discrete choice models. Next, we review
;;loul disciete choice models that cop6'with-it. Finally, we make.comparative studies
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behavior data of one-dav car
strons assumotion in mu'ltino

v ioolvine to actual-iecreational deslination choice
'and'ttie fEct was confirmed that the relaxation of the

Uii*een iome reviewed models by ipplying to actual-recreational destination choice
t"hr"l- data of one-dav car trip. And'tlie fEct was confirmed that the relaxation of thebehavior data of one-day car trlp. And the tact was conllrme6 tnat tne relaxallo
st.ong usrr.ption in mu'ltinomidl logit models improves the precision of estimates.

l.INTRODUCTION

Discrete choice model, especially the one based on disaggregate logit model, is a powerful

and efficient tool to describe various individual travel choice behaviors for the purpose of
demand forecasting. While there exist many applications to various aspects in travel

behavior, it is strongly emphasized that its application to recreational travel behavior is

very efficient because it enables analysts to estimate the models with much smaller data

than aggregate travel demand models (e.g. Morichi and Yai, 1984).

However, there are only a few applications of discrete choice models particularly in
recreational destination choice behavior, such as the choice of large-sized recreational

destination zone. It is mainly because there were few recreational travel surveys

conducted over a very large area, such as home-based survey, and it was impossible to

collect enough data t,o predict global recreational demand correctly. Also, it is partly

because analysts cannot distinguish each traveler's subjective choice sets and that causes

some debates on the application to the choice behavior with large choice sets, such as

recreational destination choice, residential location choice, and shopping site choice, from
the statistical and behavioral point of view. The first problem was resolved by the

introduction of large-scaled survey such as Nationwide Recreational Travel Survey

(NRTS) in Japan, and some researches have made an attempt to utilize this survey (e.g.

dku1noio et oi., 19951. However, they do not deal with choice set formation process in

detail. On the other hand, some researches developed the methodology of arranging

altematives and models to cope with the second problem. However, most of them use

very detailed data of small-scaled survey and are not applicable to global traffic flow
prediction.

It is true that the arrangement of choice set has been of theoretical and practical concern in
discrete choice modeling, and if possible, it is desirable to apply it to destination choice

models so as to get the prediction results with high accuracy. However, at this stage, it is
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difficult to develop a methodology of recreational destination choice models with both
choice set consideration process and applicability to the choice behavior of large-sized
destination zone because of the lack of large-scaled and more detailed survey data.
Hence, it is now important to pay attention to another problem of previous destination
choice models, namely the 'independence of irreverent from alternatives' (IIA) property of
multinomial logit model. We think that it is more important problem than the choice set
consideration process when we refer to the applicability of discrete choice models to the
recreational destination choice behavior.

In this paper, we examine the applicability of improved discrete choice models to
recreational destination choice behavior. First, in Chapter 2, we summarize the
characteristics of recreational travel behavior and identify the points to be considered for
applying discrete choice model. Secondly, we review various procedures and improved
discrete choice models that relax the strong assumption of standard multinomial logit
model in Chapter 3. Finally, in Chapter 4, we focus only on the problem caused by the
strict assumption on error terms of logit model, and make comparative studies of some
improved discrete choice models, namely Heteroscedastic extreme value model, Mixed-
Logit model, by applying them to revealed preference data on one-day recreational car trip.

2. RECREATIONAL DESTINATION CHOICE BEIIAVIOR: A BACKGROUND

2.1 Characteristics of Recreational Travel Behavior

International Association of Traffic and Safety Sciences (1998) shows in full detail the
characteristics of recreational travel behavior. Salient features of recreational travel
behavior includes:

Non-daily and rare phenomenon
It is difficult to practice the large-scale home-based survey efficiently.
Travelers can decide freely various aspects of behavior such as trip generation, the
means of moving, destination, the pattern of excursion, and duration time.
The cxcursion trip holds the majority in recreational trips.
The size of recreational sile which individual recognizes as one destination depends
on not only the type of activity but also the distance between the site and the
residential location.*
The attractiveness of recreational sites and transportation facilities has the most
influence on recreational travel behavior but is difficult to quantify objectively.
One alternative way is to use the number of persons who visited the recreational site
during certain period. But, from the viewpoint of demand forecasting, this is not
rational at all.

In this way, recreational travel behavior has many characteristics different from regular
travel behavior such as the mode choice for commuting. And it is difficult to use the
aggregate models which require many sampled data in estimation for the purpose of
demand forecasting. It is mainly because of the characteristics A) and B). Hence,
disaggregate discrete choice models, particularly the one based on logit model, have been
applied to the excursion behavior, mode choice and route choice of recreational trip.

* For example, in the case of Japan, the travelers from other countries regard Japan as one recreational
spot, and the residents in Tokyo regard Hokkaido as one recreational spot, whereas the residents in
Hokkaido usually do not recognize the whole Hokkaido as one site. In this way, the size of area which
travelers recognize as one destination depends on such difference in spatial recognition of travelers.
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2.2 A Point to be Considered for Applying Discrete Choice Model

When we try to apply logit models to recreational destination choice behavior, new

p,||i;*.- *iit g.n"otiy uri.. It may be because the destination choice behavior of

iecreational sitei may mostly depend ontraveler's discretion in recreational travel behavior.

We focus on three major problems here.

(1) Snecification of Altematives

@hesizeofrecreationaIsiteswhichtravelersrecogtizeaSone
.tt.ilutiut depends on the distance between the place -of traveler's residence and

recreational siies. Moreover, that may be related to the duration of visiting' h1g9r
di.tun"" and duration seem to Ue i'etated to larger recreational site in traveler's

pri""ption. However, most of existing studies arbitrarily provide the units of

!ftl-'utiu". (destinations) so that data collection and model estimation can become

easier. Mosi ofthem have neglected how travelers recognize destinations.

(^) Selection of ^lternatives (ChoicE Set.Formation)
arbitrarychoicesetfordiscretechoicemodels,unless

ih;yi6n investigate the availability of 
-eacL.altemative 

and the subjective choice sets are

,p"tiri"a. The-same thing-is tr-u9 {or the recreational destination choice behavior

a'nalysis. However,most 6f such behaviors are very tangled and.hard to decide the

srul"ctiu" choice set of each traveler, compared_ with.the case of commuting mode

choice. Consequently, the choice model of iuch behaviors seems to have theoretically

,"ry turg" choice seti, even if any constraints are imposed. This drives us to the

qur'rtiotittut the converged and-stable.parameters cannot be obtained in estimation'

Iilor.or.., from the viewioint of behavioral decision theory, it is open to the criticism

ih;iih" assumption that individqal judges so many alternatives together goes against the

intuition. Accordin! to psyctroiogiculsu*ey, it is said that.human can judge only four

or five altematives together(Tve rsky, 1972, Mcfadden, 1999)'

(3) Similarity between Altematives
-]t t. f,k"ly th"t *uty.tt t u* to deal with more similar alternatives, as the number of

alternative increases] The logit model is most commonly applied because of its high

"p"i"ti"r"fity 
and efficiency ii estimation. However, it has been pointed- out that the

illl, prop"rty ot muitinomiat lo_git model causes biased choice probabilities in. thc

existence of similar altimatives (ien-Akiva and Irrman, 1985, and many other studies)'

3 PARADIGM OF ALTERNATIVE ARRAI\IGEMENT

The problems mentioned in Chapter. 2 .are common to choice behavior with many

altematives, such as recreational destination, brand and shopping-store, and residential

location choice. Fortunately, in the field of econometrics, marketing science and-so on,

there have been various typei of discrete choice models proposed recently' which relax the

,t.ong urrr.ption of logit'model, and agree with our intuition on decision-making process'

It is d"esirable to describ"e these issues bJfore moving on to the main objective of our study'

We review these related works in this chapter'

3.1 Specification of Alternatives

Most existing studies specify each alternative based on geographical characteristics and

other relevant factors. For example, Okamoto et al. (1995) defines the size of each
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alternative (recreational destination) so that travelers can drive on a tour through the whole
area in I duy. Morikawa (1995) provides each destination to be the same area asdescribed in the excursion tickets oi train companies or so that the boundary of.u"r,
destination can agree with the boundary among prefectures. tn Train (t9eay, .utn nrffi
site, which contain one or more of the stream-segments used in official river information
system, is defined as one altemative.

In this way' most studies define the size of each destination on the basis of the convenience
for collecting data and the objectives of their studies. Ho*ru"i,1t ir arrirition i- .uitr"iyand the wrong size definition of each altemative sometimes f.uA. to biased results.
Parsons and Needelm an Q992) points out that defining u g.rf oi."c.eutio, sites as onealternative has a_ large influence on parameter and wJrarJ estimates. At this stage, ourinformation on the size of each altemative which traveler. ;;g;;-;; singte atte;;tive islimited, but in the furure, we hope that the methodology of d"?;;; ;tio'nally trre siie oieach altemative will be developed.

3.2 Selection of Alternatives (Choice Set Formation)

Various approaches have.been suggested in the context of discrete choice models to tacklethe problem of the choice set iormation. In most applications of destination choicemodeling, analysts assign choice set of each sample on it" basis oia few deterministiccriteria that reflect available information and a priori their beliefs about human behavior(Thill, 1992). The major pattems of their choice set definitions are as follows.

Thill and Horowitz (1991) and many other researches assume that all individuals sharethe same choice set consisting of all destinations in tt. g"ogr"pti" 
"."" orinterest. Inmany transportation studies, the universal choice set is'asiumed to consist of alldestinations actually ctosen by individuals living in the .u." !"og.uphic area.Although many alternatives may be included in the cf,oice ..ii, tr* piocedure, this has

b.ee1 a quite popular because it provides a suitable rneuns roi ;ffi; with large_size
cloice.sets in-spatial alternatives. The most typical way is * ""r.I"."ntul alternatives,,
(Mcfadden, 1978), which efficiently extracts less alternatives from the choice set. It isapplied to not only residential location choice but to the aggregation of recreational sites(Parsons and Needelman,1992, parsons and Kealy, lgg4:-

lome 11a]111s 
prespecify the destinations to be included iritti cfroic" ,et. For example,

:"::i:1,,.!r:111"':,':::::1""^:.l"f.f-"i:ibfe destinations ro, rnujo, no*iro"".y shoppingin suburban of San-Francisgo t9 be four major retail ..,t"rl"riy,'iisc"ralng smaller
centers from potential destinations. on thi other hand, parsons una rrur"y dggri
:TPlgIS -the actually chosen destination and randomly drawn foui oestinations toindividual's choice set of recreational sites.

icesef
The. most direct way to determine choice sets is to obtain the information directly fromdecision makers. Peters.et al. (t995) uses the survey data, which asked individuals toindicate the destinations they consideied. Peters er r/. forms each traveler,s choice seton the basis of it. A method of preference ranking of destinations in the universal
choice set is used in Arnold et at.(lSAq. and the in"dividual's ctoi.. r.t contains thehighly ranked alternatives only. However, Lermal (19g5) poini, ort that peopre
cannot report their choice set correctly and only a small part of'thl true set is provided.
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These methods are convenient for modeling choice behavior because it is generally
difficult to get information on individual's real choice set. The question of how to define
choice sets, however, provokes a great deal of controversy. For example, Manski (1977)
discusses that conect information about choice sets induces correct estimation of
parameters in discrete choice models. Williams and Ortuzar (1982) suggests that the
consistency of the parameter estimates depends on whether the choice set defined by
analysts includes alternatives actually never evaluated by decision makers or not. On the
other hand, in the field of marketing science, it is empirically found that consumers have
been observed to choose from subsets of the available brands (Gensch, 1987, Silk and
Urban, 1978). They are called "Evoked Set" or "Consideration Set" and very important
from the viewpoint of marketing, because leading brands may derive large share
advantages by entering the consideratioh sets of more consumers than do their principal
competitors (Roberts and Lattin, 1991, Hauser and Wernerfelt, 1990). Such controversy
induces various behaviorally based choices set definitions as described below.

(4) Temloral and spatial constraints on choice sets

The time and distance threshold is settled in this approach. In the case of one-day car
trip destination choice behavior, recreational sites which are too far to return home in a
day are excluded from choice sets. Parsons and Hauber (1998) shows in full detail
about the specification of the spatial boundary of recreational trip, based primarily on
the researcher's judgment. This temporal and spatial constrained-oriented approach to
destination choice was originally discussed in Hdgerstand (1970) and later extended to
"human activity pattern analysis" later (Kitamura and Kermanshah, 19J4, and many
other studies).

(5) Probabilistic choice set (PCS) formation model
Most of the discrete choice literature assume that choice sets or consideration sets can be
predicted deterministically. However, unless the analysts can have enough information
on individual subjective choice sets, they should be specified stochastically. That
means two-stage choice should be assumed: (i) simplified rules screen the many
alternatives down to a manageable number of alternatives, and (ii) through an elaborate
process the most preferable alternative is found. The prototype model of this approach
is the I-atent Class Choice Models (LCCM) and can be formalized by the following
equation (Ben-Akiva et a1.,1997):

1(i):zr,rr l').0, (')
s=l

where P,(r) is the probability of individual z choosing altemative i; p,(s) is the
probability of individual z belonging to latent class s; P"(i[s) is the probability of
individual n choosing alternative I given z belonging to class s; and S is the number of
latent classes. If the latent classes are specified more restrictively, LCCM is identical
to various types of PCS model, such as Manski's random choice formation model
(Manski, 1977), Dogit model (Gaudry and Daganais, 1979), Parameterized lngit
Capacity (PLC) model (Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1987). Morikawa (1995) applies PCS
model to recreational destination choice behavior by providing random constraint model
with non-compensatory nature to the choice set formation process. And many
applications of the model can be seen in each subject such as recreational destination
choice (Haab and Hicks, 1997), travel mode choice (Ben-Akiva and Boccara, 1995), and
brand choice (Gensch, 1987). Thill (1991) suggests that the framework of integrated
PCS model has theoretically great potential for use in the context ofdestination analysis.
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33 Similarity between Alternatives

The wrong prediction under the existence of similar altematives is caused by the restrictive
assumption of the standard multinomial logit model that the error terms of the utility
functions are independent and identically distributed with the Type I extreme value
distribution (i.i.d.-Gumbet). Although some models to cope wilh it were proposed,

there had been a trade-off between model and behavioral complexity, and model simplicity
and ease of estimation. However, this dilemma is recently being resolved by the
development of simulation-based method. Some enhanced discrete choice models have
been applicable with the use of simulation methods in estimation. Most of them can

overcome the IIA property of the standard multinomial logit model.

(1) Nested-I ogit (NI ) model
NL model is superior to other models described below in ease of estimation and does not
keep ILA proporty between alternatives in different subsets. However, in the
recreational destination choice, it seems that there exist too many alternatives to define
the nest structures and the subsets of alternatives properly. NL model is a powerful and
efficient tool to represent the similarity between altematives, but what nest structure
should be adopted in recreational destination choice is a question which we want to keep
beyond the scope of this present discussion.

(t) Heteroscedastic F-treme Value (HFV) model

HEV model is employed to travel mode choice by Bhat (1995) and to the choice of
canned tuna of consumers by Allenby and Ginter (1995). Although HEV model cannot
express the similarity between altematives, it relaxes the ILA property by giving
heterogeneity to error terms. In addition, this model is superior to others in ease of
estimation.

(3) Mited-togit (MI ) Model
ML is the logit model with random-coefficients, and does not exhibit ILA property.
The variation in coefficients can provide taste differences over people and correlation
over alternatives (Mcfadden and Train, 1997). For example, Train (1998) applies it to
the fishing-site choice behavior of anglers.

(4) Multinomial Prohit (MNP) Model
Many discrete choice models used in the literature can be seen as a special case of MNP
model. Although the nuisance parameters as well as computation are the main
problems in MNP use, structuring covariance matrix of the elror tenns enables

researchers to reduce the number of parameters and specify the interdependencies
among alternatives. Recently, applications can be seen in many cases such as the
choice of the first practice location by general practitioners (Bolduc er al.,1997), and the
choice of railway-route by commuters (Yai et al., 1997).

3.4 Discussions

In this way, many procedures have been applied to cope with each problem. We think 3.1

is the most significant and difficult problem for choice behavior. However, there are no
objective procedures for handling this problem at this stage. The same thing is true of the
problem 3.2, except for PCS model. All we have to do now is try to overcome the
problems 3.3. In next chapter, comparative studies of the models described in 3.3 will be

done by using actual data, particularly focusing on the improvement of prediction.
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4. MODEL SPECIFICATION AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES

In this chapter, we make comparative study of some revised discrete choice model for the

il;;; "ir"iifyirg 
to whati*tent the accuracy o! moiel will be improved b.y.relaxing

ifa'p-prrty of itre itanaaid multinomial logit mbael. The data, choice set definition and

the identification of ,on-tto"iir.tic portion-of utility function Ylgd in this study are.all in^

*rfo.rity to Okamoto ii-ii. Ogg\). We demonstrate the difference in recogtition o-f

"""t 
a.itiir"tion and the similaiity betrveen destinations by applying HEV model and ML

model.

4.1 Description of the Case

We use the one-day car trip data sampled from The Nationwide Recreation Travel Survey

NRTS) conducted UV fr{ffitiy otConstruction in Japan in 1992' (Refer to Okamoto eJ aI"

ifi:;6r;;;i"i"1 "i 
Nnril' okamoto er a/. establishes the maximum size of choice set

*-if,ut tt. actually 
"to."n?".tinations 

within the cumulative 90Vo could be included'

The variables tfrut 
"n,"i 

tt 
" 

non-stochastic portion of utility function are defined in Table 1'

All of them are in accordance with okamoto er a/. They .hrye already examined the

r"iiJiif"f ifres" uariuUies by testing_with a standard multinomial logit model' We decide

the choice set for each tffit ""*iOing 
to the activity each- traveler involved in' In other

;;.d.; ;;"h destination li inctuaea i-n choice set if it has the recreational resources

conesponding to the activity of each sample'

we make comparative studies according to these arrangements. As space is limited, we

have concentrated on the nvo 
"u..., 

onJi, the estimation with the sample data who live.in

a;r;;il_Ar;a (maximum 13 destinations, see Figure 1 and-Table 2), and another is with

G-r'*pf. from Kanto-Area (maximum 20 destinations, see Figure 2 and Table 3)'

Table 1. Variable O:!4qqry-qilI!1! Function

Definitions:

The shortest route time to destination calculated in road

network data.

The total toll of expressway of the shortest route, divided by

the natural log of household income in ten thousands Yen'

All travelers participate in only one of these four

activities. The variable whose activity each traveler

participate in is equal to the natural log of attraction

resources.

The number of attraction resources of each destination

were defined as the total number of recreational spots

recognized by the Japan Travel Bureau (JTB)'

Other variables are all equal lo zero'

l.evel of Service

(1) Travel Time
Iminutel

(2) Travel Cost / ln(Income)
[Yen / ln(Yen)]

Attractiveness Index

(3) Sightseeing

(4) Seaside & Marine Activity

(5) Spa Visitation

(6) Field ActivitY

Unit: [ln(# of sPots)]
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Lr..*-

Table 2. Recreation Sites
of Chugoku Area

Table 3. Recreation Sites
of Kanto Area

No Major Recreation Sjtes
o Kamakura & Shonan

@ Hakone

@ Yokohama City
@ Miura-Peninsula

@ Mt. Fuji
@ Izu-Peninsula

@ Tokyo Disney Land
@ Okutama

o Lake Sagamiko

@ Atami & Ito
@ Tanzawa

@ Nikko
@ Chichibu

@ Boso-Peninsula

@ Yuzawa-Ski-Area

@ Tsukuba & Mito
@ Kofu & Japan South Alps
@ Akagi & Haruna

@ Lake Suwa
(29 Nasu Highlands

mi".
I
I
J
i
i

'-@(D

I

Figure 2. Distribution of Destination
in Kanto Area

4.2 Model Specification

HEV model posits that the.stochastic_portion of utility function ( e ,,,) is independent, butnot identically distributed. The cbF for each i ,,, is rhe' t#L' t extreme valuedistribution with precision parameter 0,. Hence, the'cumulative'distribution functionof the random error term and choice probability of person n for ith aliernative are:

No Major Recrcation3itei-
Hiroshima & Onomichi

@ Okayama & Kurashiki
Taishaku & Doeo

@ Tsuyama

o Matsue & Izumo

Sanuki

@ Tsuwano

Oyama

@ Hagi

Kobe

@ West-Chugoku Reqion
Himeji

@ Tottori

1. Dislribution of Destination
in Chugoku Area
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Recrealional Destination Choice Behavior

F (0, t,.,)= exp(- exp(- 0, r,,,))

P, (;)=.,[ 
ilrltrV,,, 

-v,,* t ,,,,))e,f (oi En,iY En,i

where /( 0 ,e n,) is the CDF and vn, is the non-stochastic portion of utility function.
'I-he scaie pu.armeter of error term represents the level of uncertainty, and so this model

relaxes ttre Ue property partially. We can express the difference in recognition of- each

destination witti ttri aiiference in each scale pirameter. However, we have to estimate

not only parameters of Z^, but also scale pirameters 9, of each elror term. Then,
-Cuu..-f"!u"rre 

quadratuie is used for approximation likelihood function because

equation @-Z; is nbt closed form for integral (Judd, 1998)'

(2) Mi*ed-l ogit (Mr ) Model-ft-*oa.l-is defined-as random coefficients logit model with linear utility function.

to tate the similarity of distance between each alternative into consideration, we specify

the utility function below.

IJo,=B''Xo,+ lt''Zi* , n,, E ,,i - i.i.d. Gumbet (4-3)

where U^, is the utility of ith destination, I is a 1 X 6 vector of fixed coefficjents,-X,,,

is a 6xi vector of observed variables (see Table 1.), ,' is a 1xN(N-1/2 random

vector whose all components have normal distribution with zero mean and same

u".iun"" ar, andZ, is a lfgf-f \2Xl vector of observed data related to ith destination.

The similar model siructure canbe seen in Brownstone and Train (1999) and Shimizu er

,i- 1feeS). The terms in F''Zi are interpreted as enor components that induce

simiiurity'and correlation over alternatives. In order for the distance between

alternatives to be the index of similarity, we specify Z,below:

Z,=(d.r11, drr'',.., d,n-', drr',..., d,u-',"', dn-r,r'' )' (4-4\

where d,, is the distance between centroids of ith destination and jth destination and

;;[;i"i;'d l" road network data, and N is the total number of destinations included in

choice set. Hence, the covariance of utility between ith destination and jth destination

is as follows.

E([tt''Zt+ E ,,)lll''Zi+ e,,71) - 4,,''', (4-s)

(4-1)

(4-2)

By this definition of 2,, we can express the distance similarity between destinations

"J,riiy. 
in this model, we have to esiimate seven parameters -six for fixed coefficients:

E ura one for standard deviation of lt,:rts. Finally, the choice probability of lth
destination is as follows:

,.0=tffi't(utatirt (4-6)

J

where/(lI,lo;) is the multivariate normal distribution function. This is also not closed

for,,, i"i 'integral. So we use simulated log-likelihood function for estimating

p"iu."t"o. (RJfer to Hajivassiliou and Ruud, 1994, for simulation methods.)
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43 Empirical Results and Discussions

We estimated the parameters of the models described in 4.2. First, we made comparison
among the standard multinomial logit models and these models by applying them to the
data samples of Chugoku-Area with 13 destinations. Next, we focui particularly on the
difference in recognition of each destination by applying HEV model to the data iamples
of Kanto-Area wittr 20 destinations. Table 4 it o*sitrJestimation results of former c'ase,
and Table 5 and Figure 3 show the latter case.

(1) Comnarison among Models (Tahle. 4)
Table 4 presents the application of enhanced discrete choice models to the case of
Chu{,tku-Area -samples. Each coefficient comes out with the expected sigr and is
significantly different from zero at the 5Vo level, except for the standard deviati-on of lt .
Although the log likelihood function values at convergence are relatively close to each
other, the values of IIEV and ML are better than thai of Standard lngit. This result
shows that the prediction with high accuracy can be accomplished by relaxing the
assumption of the en_or terms. Particularly, it follows that Mi is the best one juJ'ging
from the value of AIC.

There are remarkable differences in the parameters of six exploratory variables in the
standard logit, [IEV, and ML. Although the parameters of rravel fime and rravel
Cost are indispensable for welfare estimates, these values are fairly different in these
three models. It should be noted that the difference in the assumption of the error term
might bring about enormous difference in demand forecasting and welfare estimatess.

A comparison of the standard logit and HEV by using the six exploratory variables
indicates that the figure of Travel Time and Travel CoCt / h(Incorne) are not close to
each other, compared to those in the standard logit and ML. The main reason may be
their dependence on the difference ofvariance oferror term for each destination in HgV
model. The variance of the ith destination's error term is equal to 7Tz / 6 e i2.
Although it is not shown in Table 4, the values range between 0.46 and 3.65 in
destinations. That means the heteroscedasity for the variance of each destination is the
superior factor to the other parameter in the formulation of utility function. So, another
factor should be considered as oxploratory variable in future studies.

A comparison of the standard logit and ML suggests that the estimates can be fairly
improved by the introduction of distance similarity of each destination to the model. I;
addition, the ,-static value of the standard deviation of p is not so wrong and is
significantly different from zero at the 0.1 level. At this point, it se".s m"unlngful to
express the similarity in the distance as the form of equation (4-5).

(2) Difference in th iances_of F^ch nestination (Tahle. 5 and Figure. 3)
Next, we examine the 

-difference in recognition for each destination by applying HEV
model to Kanto-Area data. We can see in Table 5 that the sings of ail piiameilrs are
consistert with a priori expectations. Most of them are significantly different from
zero at99Vo confidence, including all scale parameters of error terms.

Although Table 5 does not exhibit the scale parameters of error terms, instead, the
standard deviations of each error distribution are shown in Figure 3. The standard
deviation of jth destination is expressed by the following equation.

O. =-' J6e,
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Recreational Destination Choice Behavior

ThevaluesofYuzawa-Ski-AreaandTokyoDisneylandaresmallerthanothers.We
attempt to interpret f;; ,h" behavioral point of view that the destination with less

activity menu has ,.uiil, uufu. of stanaafl deviation and travelers recognize such

destinations ,or. 
"r"uiiy 

;h;;';rh;". of course, the enor term represents all. factors

which are not included in the exploratory variables and that assumption is statistically

not reliable.

However, through this discussion, we could reconfirmed that the assumption of i'i'd' -
Gumbelfor error rc;; ildit"g gregate logit model is very restrictive'

Travel Time

Travel Cost

/ ln(lncome)

Sightseeing

Seaside & Marine
Activit

Spa Visitation

Field ActivitY

Scale Parameters

for lst Destination 0

2nd Destination 0 z

l3th Destination 0 [
Standard Deviation

of lt

Statistics
Log Lit"tittood 

"t

ilajusrca ut"lihooa
lndex

Number of Destinations

GI li-g likelihood talue
at

-9.61X 10'3

-r7.92
_6.99X 10{

-3.99

3.64X 10-r

4.29

12.93 x 10-t

7.26

3.99X 10-r

7.71

7.69X tOn

0.306

4135.0

l3

-29't0.2

formYla 
is set to 2U'

;j iii: ffi:ffi ;i ;ilffi ['.-i "':gi?,:T"3',T9"']:^ol"H?:li[:]il:'^'.,"#{iA1"":t'iilT:;ilH;ffi;;'f"ffi;v i.i; G ni"a p 1.00 for identification.

";;";, il;ilUG;;meters should be estimate-d in this case'

(3rd-12th parameters .t" noi tho*n in this table for convenience')

Table 4. Estimation Results for the Case of Chugoku-Area

_11.41X l0'3

7.76Xt0'l

12.94y'loa

8.26x 10{

11.7 x 10{
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Table 5.

Daisuke FUKUDA and Shigeru MORICHI

Estimation Results of HEV model for the Case of Kanto-Area

Variable HEV

Travel Time -4.81 X 10r
-7.96

Travel Cosl -3.17 X t0{
-2.55

Sightseeing 8.98 X 10'r
9.98

Seaside & Marine 7.59 X l0'l
Activit 18.r3

Spa Visitation 7.30X 10-t

10.47

Field Activity l0.l0x t0-'
27.65

tog Likelihood at
-5474.25

Adjusied Likelihood
Ratio

Sample Size

Number of Destinations

tog likelihood value
-7381.48

Note)Thenumb@ is set to 20.
Nineteen scaleNineteen scale parameters should be estimated in this case.
These are not shown in the table. Instead. the standard de
'lhese are not shown in the table. Instead, the standard deviation defined
by e.q.@-7) are displayed in Figure 3.

Nasu Highlands*
[.ake Suwa

Akagi & Haruna
Kofu & Japan South AIps

Tsukuba & Mito
Yuzawa-Ski-Area

Boso-Peninsula

Chichibu
Nikko

Tanzawa
Atami & Ito

l,ake Sagamiko
okutama+

TokyoDisneyfrna #
Mt. Fuji

Miura-Peninsula r------l_-]
Yokohama City r---------------

Kamakura&Shonan #
0.50 1.00 l.5O 2.Oo 2.50

Figure 3. standard Deviation of Eror Terms for Each Destination (Kanto Area)

Thc slandard d€viarion of Nasu HiBhlaods is lo bc ,ixed lo 1.28 for idcntificalion
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5. CONCLUSION

The outcomes brought out by this study described above are as follows:

First, we summarized the problems in the case of applying discrete choice models to the

behavior which has spatial and large choice sets, such as recreational destination choice

behavior, and reviewed the approaches for tackling these problems.

Secondly, we focused on the difference in recognition of each destination and the distance

similarity between altematives, and made comparative studies of proposed approaches by

using revealed preference data on one-day recreational car trip. In this comparative study,

we used the closeness of each destination as a simple index of similarity. And we

investigated the difference in the perception for destinations judging from the difference in
the variances of each destination's error term

Finally, we demonstrated that the heteroscedasity of error terms and the introduction of
similaiity index has brought some improvement0. in estimates. For the further studies,

we are trying to include other factors in the similarily index. For example, the difference
in recreaiionil resources will have more effects on the similarity between recreational sites.
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